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Data & Analytics RightStart on AWS

Collecting data is easy. In fact, it’s practically unavoidable. The ability to
structure it, organize it, and gain actionable visibility into it is where the
rubber meets the road. Presidio Cloud Solutions Data & Analytics practice
gives companies the insight and predictive capabilities they need to
elevate a good idea into a market-leading phenomenon.

RIGHTSTART METHODOLOGY

Our Approach
Outcome-Driven
RightExperience
We believe success means delivering
the right outcomes to our clients to
meet their immediate business needs

Ideate & Gather

Workshop with business technology stakeholders to compile the
business needs, key aspects of the technology that needs to be
evaluated, iterate few high level ideas and options, build consensus
for the success criteria.

while ensuring their project or product
can scale and innovate as their business
grows. We don’t just meet technology
requirements. We make sure that we
understand the business goals, industry

Design & Align

Elaborate design, develop architecture and document preferred
approach when multiple options are available. Conduct a review
workshop with the key outputs of the design and build consensus
on timelines & dependencies.

Build & Test

Iteratively build the proof of concept and if needed, build with
multiple approaches, the DevOptimized™ way! Even at a proof of
concept stage, it involves automated builds, validation of API layers,
auto scaling, basic monitors.

trends and competitive landscape to
customize our technology solutions to
meet each customer’s unique needs.
When spoiled for choice in a world of
countless technology options and
implementation strategies, ﬁnding the
right ﬁt can be a headache. Our team
has the acumen to help navigate the
technical landscape and we work closely
with clients to conquer analysis paralysis.

Measure & Deploy

Deploy the application to a subset of users, gather metrics, validate
against the metrics. Provide next steps and guidance on adoption
of the technology at a larger scale.

It’s all about understanding the business
need so that we can deliver solutions
that disrupt our client’s industry.

OUR SERVICES
Presidio Cloud Solutions Data & Analytics practice offers everything from Data & Analytics on-demand consulting to full transformation services.
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